
Maximum use of space - even in those awkward corners! 

Just open the doors and pull on the handle, and the front shelves 

will swing right out of the unit. The back shelves will slide out of 

the corner to the front of the unit at the same time. 

With their abundant storage space and clear, linear design, Libell 

shelves form an integrated whole with frames and slide-out 

systems. 

Their closed bases prevent stored items from falling out, 

while their rounded shape ensures that every last inch of space 

is put to good use. 
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1/ You can pull the shelves 

right out of the unit for an 

optimal overview of the 

storage space. 

2/ The shelves and fittings 

form an integrated whole. 
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B = Unit Width 1000 mm 

11 T = Interior Depth 

H = Interior Height , I I 

Magic Corner Comfort 

* All of the shelves can be pulled right out of the unit and accessed from there.

* Maximum use (over 80%) of the storage space available in a corner unit.

* The shelves and fittings form an integrated whole.

* Integrated soft-closing mechanism.

* The shelves rounded shape and curved corners make them easy to clean.

Accessories for Magic Corner Comfort 

Magic Corner Comfort Left & Right 

Complete mechanism set for hinged door. 

* Load capacity per clip-on component:

Front: 10kg / Back: 9kg

Surface Width Depth 

White 862 - 971 500 

Libell clip-on shelf set 

For Magic Corner Comfort type 900/1000 

Height 

545 

* set includes 4 shelves, cross connectors and deflection clip

Surface Width Depth Height 

White 340 / 290 470 / 470 92 

Non slip mat set 

For the Libell clip-on shelf set for magic corner comfort 

* easy to remove for cleaning

* set includes 4 mats
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Magic Corner Flex 
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* Get out of a tight corner with storage space
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* All shelves can easily be removed for cleaning and clipped back in

Accessories for Magic Corner Flex 

Magic Corner Flex Left 

Complete mechanism set including soft-closing device Softstopp Plus 

* Load capacity per clip-on component:

Front: 7kg / Back: 9kg

Surface Width Depth Height 

White 860 - 971 500 525 

Magic Corner Flex Right 

Complete mechanism set including soft-closing device Softstopp Plus 

* Load capacity per clip-on component:

Front: 7kg / Back: 9kg

Surface Width Depth Height 

White 860 - 971 500 525 
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Optional Items 

Clip-on basket/ tray set Excellent 

For Magic Corner Flex 

Surface Width Depth 

Silver 280 / 470 470 / 390 

Clip-on basket set Excellent 

For Magic Corner Standard 

Surface Width 

Chrome 340 / 470 

Libell clip-on shelf set 

For Magic Corner Standard 

Surface Width 

White 290 / 470 

Non slip mat set 

Depth 

470 / 390 

Depth 

470 I 390 

Height 

60 / 80 

Height 

80 

Height 

92 

For the Libell clip-on shelf set for magic corner flex 

* easy to remove for cleaning

* set includes 4 mats

Shelf Divider (White) 

* Can be attached to the shelf (base or side} Or the non-slip mat.
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